Possible use of RNA isolate from inactivated vaccine for external positive control in reverse transcription-based detection of foot-and-mouth disease virus in bull semen.
This study has demonstrated the novel use of inactivated and purified vaccine against FMD virus for detection and analysis. RNA isolate was efficiently generated from the vaccine for an external positive control for reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and reverse transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification (RT-LAMP) assays. The target DNA fragment sequences from the 2B region and 3D RNA polymerase gene of the virus for RT-PCR and RT-LAMP respectively were successfully amplified using the RNA template. Laboratories lacking complex equipment may not be feasible to handle high-risk viruses for conventional methods such as the isolation and culture of live viruses. Here, with the use of these molecular tools, novel use of RNA isolate from inactivated, purified vaccine proved to be an effective external positive control for the assays. Therefore, with these methods, the derived RNA control template aids in a safe method for screening FMD virus for diagnostic laboratories. And by using the same technique, it is then possible to generate a standard for diagnosing any other infectious viral diseases.